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QUESTION 1

If a user links his or her eSpace Desktop with an IP phone and both the eSpace Desktop and the IP phone work
properly, which of the following statements are CORRECT when another user calls the linked number of the user?
(Multiple Choice) 

A. Both the user\\'s eSpace Desktop and IP phone ring simultaneously. 

B. If the user clicks the answer button on the eSpace Desktop, the IP phone then automatically goes off-hook. The user
answers the call using the IP phone, and the eSpace Desktop displays the calling window. 

C. If the user clicks the call rejection button on the eSpace Desktop, the user\\'s eSpace Desktop and IP phone both
stop ringing. 

D. During a call, the user cannot switch the audio between the eSpace Desktop and the linked IP phone. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the function of the SIP server in the eSpace Audio Recorder solution? 

A. Store the recording server parameter settings and recording data; 

B. Support number registration and call connection. 

C. Interact with the unified gateway and send messages for starting and stopping recording to the recording server. 

D. Centrally configure and maintain the recording server, and configures and manage recording server parameters. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Each of the following unified gateways can form a two-node cluster in active/standby mode: U1981, U1980, U1960,
U1911. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

In the remote disaster recovery (DR) and local regeneration scenario (without considering registration update), assume
that user A is a SIP user in branch site 1 and user B is a SIP user in branch site 2. User A and user B are engaged in an
ongoing call. At this time, the network between the branch site 1 and branch site 2 is interrupted. In this scenario, which
of the following statements is CORRECT? 
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A. The call between user A and user B will be interrupted. 

B. The call between user A and user B will be interrupted immediately when the network fault occurs and then
resumed. 

C. The call between user A and user B is not affected. 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

On a U1900 series unified gateway, which of the following parameters specifies the outgoing call permission of
incoming calls that are routed through a trunk? 

A. Outgoing call permission of the VU prefix 

B. Outgoing call permission of the trunk 

C. Outgoing call prefix permission 

D. Intra-office call prefix permission 

Correct Answer: B 
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